**Exercise** | **Non-Qualifying** | **Major Deductions** | **Major/Minor Deductions** | **Points Deducted** | **Total**
---|---|---|---|---|---
**Positions with Recall**<br>Point Value 40<br>• Barks continuously<br>• Failure to remain in initial position<br>• Failure to remain in position until called<br>• Dog Anticipates<br>• Moves more than a body length away<br>• Does not come or sits more than an arm's length from handler | • Slow to respond<br>• Moves less than a body length away in any direction<br>• No front, no finish | • Handler holds any signal<br>• Poor front, poor finish | | |  
**Novice Heel Off Leash**<br>Point Value 30<br>• Continually adapting to dog's pace<br>• Barks continuously<br>• Dog leaves handler's side and does not resume heeling | • Handler moves forward before heel command<br>• No change of pace dog or handler<br>• Dog leaves handler but quickly returns to heel position<br>• No sit | • Out of heel position before command/signal from handler<br>• Anticipates<br>• Crowding, Forging, Lagging, Wide, Improper heel position, tight leash, any additional heeling imperfections<br>• Poor sit | | |  
**Recall Over Broad Jump**<br>Point Value 30<br>• Does not remain in place<br>• Does not clear jump with front or rear legs<br>• Walks through any part of jump<br>• Jumps but fails to return to handler | • Dog lightly touches board with front or back feet<br>• Handler not 8 feet from jump on either end<br>• No front, no sit, no finish | • Failure to return directly to the handler<br>• Poor front, poor sit, poor finish | | |  
**Drop On Recall**<br>Point Value 40<br>• Dog anticipates the drop command<br>• Breaks down positing before recall<br>• Handler anticipates order<br>• Dog travels substantial distance after drop command and/or signal<br>• Does not come after drop | • Slow or reluctant to respond<br>• Travels short distance after drop<br>• No front, no sit, no finish | • Slow or reluctant to respond<br>• Does not come directly to handler<br>• Dog touches handler<br>• Dog sits between handler's feet<br>• Poor front, poor sit, poor finish | | |  
**Figure 8 with Down Stay**<br>Point Value 30<br>• Handler forces dog into down<br>• Barks continuously<br>• Dog sits, stands, crawls, or leaves the down position before handler returns<br>• Dog not in sit before down command in figure 8<br>• Dog moves a short distance<br>• Dog sits, stands, crawls, or leaves down position any time as the handler returns but before exercise finished order<br>• Dog sits, stands, or moves from the down position after the handler returns but before the exercise finish order | | | | |  
**Directed Marked Retrieve**<br>Point Value 30<br>• Handler fails to mark glove<br>• Handler marks wrong glove<br>• Signal other than original mark when sending the dog<br>• Dog retrieves wrong glove<br>• Dog fails to retrieve<br>• Dog fails to return<br>• More than an arm's length from handler | • No sit after pivot<br>• No front, no sit, no finish | • Indirect route to/from glove<br>• Handler bumps or touches dog to position<br>• Dog sits between handler's feet<br>• Poor front, poor sit, poor finish | | |  
**Maximum Points 200**